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The devil’s light
Richard North Patterson
2011, FIC PATTERSO

On orders from Osama Bin Laden,
Al Qaeda operative Amer
coordinates the theft of a nuclear
device. As the bomb is moved to
an unknown target, Bin Laden
announces that he will trigger the
device on the 10th anniversary of 9/11, changing the
face of Western civilization forever.

Finding Jack
Gareth Crocker
2011, FIC CROCKER

After losing his family in an accident,
Fletcher joins the war effort in
Vietnam. He rescues a yellow
Labrador during a mission and
faces a difficult choice when the
government refuses to transport
military dogs back home.

Fobbit
David Abrams
2012, FIC ABRAMS

At Foreward Opearting Base
Triumph, combat avoiding staff
sergeant, Chase, spends his time
writing press releases that spin
grim events into statements more
palatable to the public.

No return
Brett Battles
2012, FIC BATTLES

When he tries to rescue the pilot of a
downed Navy fighter, TV cameraman
Wes, barely escaping with his life, is
plunged into a conspiracy involving
the U.S. military, local police, and a
faceless enemy.

Pacific Glory:a novel
P.T. Deutermann
2012, FIC DEUTERMA
Transformed by Pearl Harbor, Navy
nurse Glory grieves for the loss of her
husband, ship officer Marsh battles
his way to Leyte Gulf, and fighter pilot
Mick struggles with the drinking
problem for which he was grounded.

Running the maze:
a sniper novel
Jack Coughlin
2012 FIC COUGHLIN

When her military doctor brother
dies in a suspicious bridge collapse
moments after sending her a cellphone
photo, a Coast Guard sniper struggles
to solve the mystery by enlisting the aid of a special ops
team that discovers an al-Qaeda plot.

Tiger’s Claw
Dale Brown
2012, FIC BROWN

After he and a team refurbish
America’s aging weapons systems,
Patrick heads to Guam to oversee
strategy, which causes the Chinese
to take the offensive, launching a
preemptive strike on a small American
fleet that ignites a battle for the Pacific.

The yellow birds: a novel
Kevin Powers
2012, FIC POWERS
In the midst of a bloody battle in the
Iraq War, two soldiers, bound together
since basic training, do everything to
protect each other from outside
enemies and the internal struggles that
come from constant danger.

